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Robotics Applications
 industry
 entertainment
 education
 services, delivery, monitoring
 medicine
 rescue operations
 scientific research and exploration
 defence



  

Robotics Today
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Robotic tasks
 Deterministic and static environment, repeated 

operations
→  standard control theory and planning algorithms

 Example PID Controller                              
 Unknown, unpredictable and dynamic environment    

→  Requires different strategies, adaptation, 
reasoning, learning

 Example: NurseBot: assistant for elderly

file:///C:/Users/Pavel/Documents/teach/2008/para/pid1.htm
file:///C:/Users/Pavel/Documents/probrob/videos/nursebot/NSF-Nursebot.mpg
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Approaches to Robotics
 Technology/engineering – 

mechanization, automation, robotics
 Philosophy – artificial intelligence, 

artificial life, embedded intelligence
 Today: time for reflection and rapid 

development – traditional fields are 
being restructured

 Challenge: specialization
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Basic Elements of Robotics System
 Locomotion: how the robot moves through 

its environment
 Sensing: how the robot measures 

properties of itself and its environment
 Reasoning: how the robot maps those 

measurements into actions
 Communication: how the robot 

communicates with an outside operator
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Communication
 Tethered: (wired) more robust, more 

simple, easier to develop, cost: limited 
mobility

 Untethered: (wireless) more flexible, based 
on radio or infra-red: - 
BlueTooth - 
Wireless LAN (wifi) - 
Zigbee - 
analogue radio modem
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Sensing
 Touch sensors – bumpers, grippers
 Tactile sensors (mechanical: microswitches, 

springs, microswich arrays, capacitance)

 Bend sensors
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Sensing
 Sensors for measuring internal state 

 Accelerometers: linear movement – springs, 
microscopic crystal structures generating electrical 
potential or capacitance, piezoelectric effect, 
bobbles, light effects...

 Gyroscopes – rotational movement, based on 
rotating physical bodies (influence robot 
movement), or solid based on various physics 
principles: Sagnac effect

 Compasses and inclinometers

file:///C:/Users/Pavel/Documents/teach/2008/para/Sagnac_effect.htm
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Sensing
 Measuring distances 

  Infra-red sensors
  Sonars
  Laser range sensors

file:///C:/Users/Pavel/Documents/teach/2008/para/outdoor.htm
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Control Architectures (Reasoning)
 Hierarchical paradigm
 Reactive paradigm
 Hybrid paradigm
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Locomotion
 Types of robots:

 Terrestrial (ground-contact): walk, climb, roll, use 
tracks

 Aquatic (surface or underwater): water jets, 
propelers

 Airborne: helicopters, fixed-wing aircraft, 
parachutes, dirigibles (airship)

 Space: space station climbing or free flyers
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Locomotion
 Degrees of freedom (DoF)
 Nonholonomic constraint:

 Robots control more degrees of freedom than is the 
total number of freedom

 Differential-drive robot
 Synchronous drive
 Steered wheels: tricycle, bogey (vagon), bicycle
 Car drive (Ackerman steering)
 Complex wheels (omnidirectional)
 Ballbot
 Legged robots
 Forward and inverse kinematics

http://www.msl.ri.cmu.edu/projects/ballbot/
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Legged robots
 Dynamicaly vs. Staticaly stable; gait and body control
 Again: number of degrees
 1 leg,  biped
 quadruped (minimal for static stability)
 Hexapod
 Quadrupeds: 

 Walk
 Amble
 Trot
 Rack (pace)
 Canter
 Gallop
 Ricochet
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Nature of data – sensors
 Information obtained from real world has 

completely different nature than the discrete 
data stored in the computer: sensors provide 
noisy data and algorithms must cope with that!

 Sensors never provide a complete information 
about the state of the environment – only 
measure some physical variables / phenomena 
with a bounded precision and certainty

 Information from the sensors is not available at 
any time, obtaining the data costs time and 
resources
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Why Probabilities

 Real environments imply uncertainty in 
accuracy of 

 robot actions 
 sensor measurements
 Robot accuracy and correct models are 

vital for successful operations
 All available data must be used
 A lot of data is available in the form of 

probabilities
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What Probabilities
 Sensor parameters
 Sensor accuracy
 Robot wheels slipping
 Motor resolution limited
 Wheel precision limited
 Performance alternates 

based on temperature, etc.
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What Probabilities
 These inaccuracies can be measured and 

modelled with random distributions
 Single reading of a sensor contains more 

information given the prior probability 
distribution of sensor behavior than its 
actual value

 Robot cannot afford throwing away this 
additional information!
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What Probabilities

 More advanced concepts:
 Robot position and orientation 

(robot pose)
 Map of the environment
 Planning and control
 Action selection
 Reasoning...



  

Nature of Data

Odometry Data Range Data



  

Simple Example of State Estimation

 Suppose a robot obtains measurement z
 What is P(open|z)?



  

Causal vs. Diagnostic Reasoning

 P(open|z) is diagnostic
 P(z|open) is causal
 Often causal knowledge is easier to obtain.
 Bayes rule allows us to use causal 

knowledge:
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Example
 P(z|open) = 0.6 P(z|¬open) = 0.3
 P(open) = P(¬open) = 0.5
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• z raises the probability that the door is open


